Abstract
Introduction
At a time when terrorist attacks and thwarted plots regularly dominate the news headlines, when long queues at airport security checks have become all-too-common, and when once innocuous items (drinks, shoes, backpacks) can become the means of deadly attacks, it is clear that the threat of terrorism hangs over us as never before. [1] Terrorism is currently at the top of the national security agenda in the United States and in many other countries around the world. Indeed, terrorism is widely considered to be the greatest security challenge of our time. Many societies around the world are now faced with the prospect of endemic terrorism on their own soil. The , terrorist attack in the United States; the March 11, 2004 , terrorist attack in Spain; and the July 7, 2005 , terrorist attack in Britain these are all unlikely to be one-off events. Rather, the United States and many other Western democracies can expect more terrorist attacks in the future.
What affect will such attacks have on these countries? What kinds of domestic effects are they likely to produce? It is sometimes argued that the effects of terrorism are quite minimal, and that the current concern with terrorism is well out of proportion to the threat that terrorism actually poses. [2] Counting the number of terrorist fatalities and comparing this to the number of fatalities in conventional wars, or even traffic accidents, leads some to claim that the threat of terrorism is wildly exaggerated. But counting fatalities from terrorist attacks is the crudest and most simplistic way to measure the impact of terrorism. The consequences of terrorist attacks often go far beyond the deaths and destruction they cause. The effects of terrorism are not limited to its actual victims. They can be wide-ranging and far-reaching. They include the direct and indirect economic costs of terrorist attacks, the psychological effects of terrorism upon the population, and the social and political impact of terrorist attacks. This article will discuss these different kinds of effects with the aim of presenting a fuller picture of the impact of terrorism on examining how terrorism affects its audience, therefore, we can gauge the effectiveness of terrorism as a strategy. I will do this by investigating the impact of Palestinian terrorism on Israeli society during the second Intifada.
In this article, I hope to contribute to the ongoing scholarly debate about the effectiveness of terrorism in a number of specific ways. First, in considering the economic, psychological, and social effects of terrorism as well as its political effects, the article provides a more complete account of the impact of terrorism than studies that narrowly look at its political effects alone. Terrorism's political consequences cannot be properly assessed in isolation from its other effects. The political effects of terrorism should be looked at in a broader context. Second, instead of just examining the consequences of a single terrorist attack, this article investigates the effects of repeated terrorist attacks on the targeted society. A society's response to a single, large-scale terrorist attack such as occurred on 9/11 might be very different than its response to repeated, smaller-scale attacks. Hence, the effects of ongoing, 'chronic terrorism' may significantly differ from the effects of a one-off terrorist attack. [15] This article tackles the question of how societies specifically respond to chronic terrorism. It would seem logical to expect that repeated exposure-direct and indirect-to terrorist attacks and living with the constant possibility of sudden violent death, would severely affect a society. But is this really the case? Do repeated deadly terror attacks create more public fear and insecurity or do they have a progressively weaker affect on the population? Do societies become traumatized by prolonged terrorism or can they learn to live with it? I argue that a society can gradually grow accustomed to chronic terrorism, and consequently, its impact declines. In short, societies can effectively become habituated to terrorism and learn to cope with it.
Third, by using the example of Israeli society during the second Intifada to illustrate this argument, this article offers an in-depth case study of the effectiveness of terrorism-or its lack thereof-and thus complements the more quantitative, statistically based studies that characterize a lot of political science work on this topic. Unfortunately for Israelis, Israel represents an excellent case study for analyzing the effects of chronic terrorism. Although it is not the only country to have experienced endemic terrorism-Sri Lanka and Northern Ireland are two other examples-no country has endured more acts of terrorism over a prolonged period than Israel. From before the state was established in 1948 and ever since then, Israelis have been the targets of terrorist attacks, both within Israel and around the world. Indeed, the history of modern terrorism is linked to the history of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, as Arab militant groups have pioneered new terrorist tactics (notably, airplane hijackings and suicide bombings) and carried out some of the best known terrorist attacks in history (such as the hostage-taking of Israeli athletes at the 1972 Munich Olympic games). The threat of terrorism has long been a fact of life for Israelis. Thus, Israeli society's experience with terrorism can potentially offer many insights into the impact of chronic terrorism on societies.
Finally, the conclusion of this article emphasizes the importance of social resilience in coping with terrorism. I argue that Israeli society was able to cope with relentless terrorism during the second Intifada and quickly recover from it because it possessed a high level of social resilience. It is therefore essential to recognize the importance of social resilience and understand what contributes to it in order to better manage the threat of terrorism and maybe even to one day conquer it.
The Toll of Terrorism: Israel during the Second Intifada
In this article, I will focus on the impact of Palestinian terrorism on Israeli society during the second Intifada (sometimes called the "al-Aqsa Intifada"), [16] specifically during the period from the end of September 2000 until the beginning of 2005 (when the second Intifada effectively ended). [17] During this time, more than one thousand Israelis were killed, the overwhelming majority of them civilians (70 percent were civilians, 30 percent members of the security forces). [18] This figure was more than the number of Israelis killed in all terrorist attacks in the thirty-five years prior to the second Intifada. [19] Thus, the second Intifada inflicted a heavy death toll upon Israelis, especially civilians. [20] In all, according to casualty figures calculated by the Israeli human rights group B'Tselem, from 29 September 2000 to 15 January 2005, a total of 431 Israeli civilians were killed inside Israel by Palestinians (including 78 aged under the age of 18), and an additional 218 Israeli civilians were killed in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. [21] In just over four years of the second Intifada, therefore, a total of 649 Israeli civilians were killed. By way of comparison, throughout more than thirty years of the "Troubles" in Northern Ireland , 1857 civilians of all sides were killed. [22] The impact of Palestinian terrorist attacks upon Israeli society during the second Intifada, however, cannot simply be measured in terms of the number of Israeli fatalities. It was much more far-reaching and profound, as this article will show.
Suicide terrorist attacks were a prominent feature of the second Intifada. . These suicide terror attacks were responsible for a large proportion of Israeli casualties. [24] For instance, although less than one percent of all Palestinian attacks against Israelis between September 2000 and August 2002 were suicide terrorist attacks, almost 44 percent of Israeli fatalities from Palestinian attacks were killed in these attacks. [25] Thus, suicide terrorism became the deadliest weapon in the arsenal of Palestinian militant groups (and was widely supported and extolled by Palestinian society during this time [26] ). As Hamas leader Abdel Aziz al-Rantisi declared, suicide attacks were "one of our most effective means, which can rival the impact of their F-16s." [27] In addition to Hamas, many other Palestinian groups (notably, Palestinian Islamic Jihad, Fatah and its offshoots Tanzim and the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigade, and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine) conducted suicide terrorist attacks in Israel during the second Intifada. [28] Most of these attacks were directed against Israeli civilians ('soft targets') and sought to inflict the maximum number of civilian casualties by being carried out in locations where many civilians congregate such as cafes, restaurants, outdoor markets, shopping malls, and public buses. Among the most notorious suicide attacks were the bombing at the Dolphinarium disco in Tel Aviv on 1 June 2001 that killed twenty-one people (most of them teenagers); the bombing at the Sbarro pizza restaurant in Apart from the many deaths and injuries resulting from these terrorist attacks, what other effects did they have? In the following sections of this article, I will try to answer this question by discussing the psychological, economic, social, and political effects of terrorism, and describing how these effects manifested themselves in Israel during the period of the second Intifada.
Psychological Effects
The first and most immediate effects of terrorism are psychological. [29] Terrorist campaigns can be expected to psychologically affect a sizeable portion of the population of a targeted society, either directly, by harming a person or their family, or indirectly, through the extensive media coverage of terrorist attacks. [30] The greater the number of attacks and the more lethal those attacks are, the more people that will be psychologically affected by them. Terrorism is a form of psychological warfare against a society. [31] It is designed to strike fear into the heart of the targeted society, and it generally succeeds in doing so. Suicide terrorism can be particularly effective in terrifying people because it projects an aura of fanaticism, [32] which makes the threat of future attacks seem more likely. Peoples' fear of terrorism is both rational and irrational; rational in that there is an ever-present threat of a terrorist attack being repeated, but irrational in the probability assigned to that potential event. [33] Since people tend to overestimate their chances of being a victim to terrorism, [34] the fear of terrorism is widespread in a society. It does not, however, affect everyone to an equal degree. Research has shown that there is a negative correlation between a person's education and their fear of being a victim of terrorism. This suggests that the more educated a person is, the less likely they are to succumb to the irrational fear evoked by terrorism. [35] In the case of Israel, a large majority of Israeli civilians have long feared terrorism. Israelis' personal fear of terrorism has been recorded in public opinion surveys over many years. In a 1979 survey, 73 percent of respondents reported being "afraid" or "very afraid" that they, or their close family members, would be hurt in a terrorist attack. [36] Similarly, 85 percent of Israelis expressed this fear in a poll conducted in 1995, and 78 percent in a 1996 poll. [37] Israelis' fear of terrorism reached new heights during the second Intifada. In the spring of 2002-when Palestinian suicide bombings inside Israel were most frequent-92 percent of Israelis reported fear that they or a member of their family would fall victim to a terrorist attack. [38] Hence, at this time, almost every member of Israeli society feared for the safety of their family members and themselves. While this fear certainly had some basis, it was not grounded entirely in the facts, since the probability of themselves or a member of their family being killed or wounded in a terrorist attack was actually far smaller than what the Israeli public believed.
Nevertheless, Palestinian terrorist attacks during the second Intifada affected a large number of Israelis. Nineteen months into the second Intifada, 16.4 percent of Israeli adults said they were the victims of a terrorist attack, 22.1 percent had friends or relatives who were victims, and a further 15.3 percent knew someone who survived a terrorist attack without injury. In total, a staggering 44.4 percent of the Israeli population was exposed to a terrorist attack. [39] With terrorist attacks affecting so many people, it is not surprising that they resulted in widespread psychological problems. More than a third of Israelis who participated in a major psychological study reported at least one traumatic stress-related symptom (TSR), with an average of four symptoms reported per person. [40] The number and intensity of TSR symptoms reported by the Israeli sample during the second Intifada was similar to the number and intensity reported by Americans following the terrorist attacks on , even though far fewer Americans were directly exposed to the 9/11 attacks.
[41] This suggests that terrorism can psychologically affect people who have no direct connection to a terrorist attack. Indeed, there is no statistically significant association between psychosocial responses to traumatic events and the level of exposure.
[42] Being an actual victim of terrorism has little affect on the prevalence of stress-related psychological disorders, while gender and age have a far more acute affect. Hence, a person who is injured in a terrorist attack is no more likely to suffer from psychological disorders than a person whose only connection to the attack was seeing it on television. The extensive media coverage of terrorist attacks can therefore seriously harm people's psychological well-being.
The psychological effect of terrorism that is easiest to quantify is the prevalence of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
[43] PTSD is a potentially socially crippling psychological disorder. One of the major symptoms of PTSD is avoiding people or situations that remind one of the traumatic experience. PTSD can change the way people behave at home and at work; hence neither the private nor public sphere is immune from the harm caused by terror attacks. [44] In the middle of the second Intifada, 9.4 percent of Israelis suffered from PTSD. But the occurrence of PTSD varied considerably between men, women, and children, with 40 percent of Israeli children suffering from this disorder.
[45] Women are also more likely to have PTSD than men, and also have a significantly higher chance of having TSRs and depression. [46] Hence, the psychological effects of terrorism are by no means uniform. Different people are affected to different degrees.
The psychological effects of terrorism are not limited to PTSD. For example, those who witness terrorist attacks but are not directly harmed are generally the last to be evacuated from the scene of the attack, since medics typically focus their attention on the casualties. [47] These people typically replay the scenes of carnage endlessly in their heads, and many end up with "hypertension, accelerated pulse, disassociation, and a desire to flee from the slightest noise, such as a car exhaust pipe backfiring or even a slamming door." [48] In the wake of terrorist attacks, people can become incapable of concentrating on their typical daily tasks. For example, following the 9/11 attacks, 52 percent of Americans polled said that they could not concentrate on their work as a result of those attacks.
[49] Terrorism, therefore, has a significant impact on people's everyday lives, whether or not they are directly exposed to it.
The psychological effects of terrorism are by now well-documented. What is less clear, however, is the psychological impact of repeated terrorist attacks. Do more terrorist attacks result in more psychological damage to the population or does their psychological impact diminish over time? One might think that a wave of suicide attacks would have an increasingly negative psychological impact on the targeted population. After all, it stands to reason that repeated exposure to traumatic events will make the affected public more fearful and more prone to stressrelated disorders. In Israel's case, however, this does not appear to be the case. Despite experiencing numerous traumatic events during the second Intifada, which should logically cause progressively more psychological damage, the rate of PTSD symptoms among the Israeli population remained at a fairly low level. [50] This was the case despite the fact that 60 percent of Israelis believed that their lives were in danger, and 68 percent believed the same about the lives of their family and friends. [51] The explanation for this lies in what is known as the accommodation effect. [52] The accommodation effect means that the amount of stress created by recurring traumatic events actually decreases. [53] Hence, as terrorism becomes a regular occurrence, a process of habituation and de-sensitization may occur, and people become able to maintain a semblance of a normal life. [54] This suggests that people can learn to live with terrorism and psychologically cope with it. Further evidence of the ability of the Israeli population to cope with repeated exposure to terrorism is provided in a study of the effect of terrorism on the life satisfaction (happiness) of Israelis between 2002 Israelis between -2004 . [55] This study revealed that Palestinian terrorist attacks had a very limited effect upon the overall happiness of Israelis, and that despite living with a high level of terrorism "Israelis were not particularly unsatisfied with their lives when compared to citizens of other, mostly terrorism-free, countries." [56] The negligible impact that the campaign of terrorism from 2002-2004 had upon the happiness of Israelis suggests that the psychological effects of terrorism should not be overstated. While they can be severe, they are generally short-lived. Despite experiencing fear, anxiety and stress in the aftermath of a terrorist attack, and even suffering from PTSD, over time most people recover well and are soon able to function normally again (at least within a matter of months). [57] Even repeated exposure to terrorism, as Israelis experienced during the second Intifada, does not have devastating psychological consequences upon a population. To be sure, there is some evidence to suggest that chronic exposure to terrorism is more psychologically harmful than the experience of a single terrorist attack (such as 9/11), [58] but even in this extreme case people demonstrate a great deal of psychological resilience.
Economic Effects
The economic effects of terrorism can be broken down into its direct costs, associated with the destruction caused by an act of terrorism, and its indirect costs, which affect nearly every aspect of a targeted state's economy. The most direct economic effect of a terrorist attack is the damage caused to life and property at the site of the attack. As an example, a suicide attack in a supermarket would cause direct economic damage in four different ways. First, it would damage the infrastructure of the building and destroy products.While the costs of rebuilding or repairing the building and restocking goods might be significant to the store in question, they do not have any affect on the economy at large. Second, the supermarket would probably have to shut down, at least temporarily. With no income generated by the store, national economic output would fall. This would also have no major impact upon the national economy. Even in a small country like Israel there are 470 supermarkets controlled by the main three supermarket chains, hence the damage to one of them is not going to affect Israel's economy.
[59] Third, if the terrorist attack killed people, one must also take into account the lost lifetime earnings of each individual killed. Since the numbers of people killed in individual terrorist attacks are relatively few (compared with the amount of deaths in civil wars or inter-state conflicts) this is also an insignificant cost for the national economy. Fourth, if the terrorist attack results in many casualties, then the wounded both lose earnings and need to pay for medical procedures (the cost to an economy does not change if the cost of medical procedures is borne by the wounded themselves or by their government), but this too has no real impact on the national economy. Thus, the direct economic impact of a terrorist attack is minimal. Even 9/11, the most devastating terrorist attack in modern history, had a direct cost of roughly $27 billion.
[60] In comparison, World War II cost the U.S. government over $15 trillion, when adjusted for inflation. [61] The indirect economic costs of terrorist attacks, however, are potentially more significant. The indirect economic effects of terrorism are many and varied, yet they are very difficult to accurately gauge. Terrorism can affect an economy in numerous ways. A long-running terrorist campaign can definitely impact a state's GDP, as happened to Israel during the second Intifada.
[62]Israel's GDP growth dropped sharply following the outbreak of the second Intifada. Israel's GDP growth slowed from an average of 5 percent in the two years prior to the Intifada to -0.8 percent in the first two years of the Intifada. [63] Only by the fourth year of the Intifada, did Israel's GDP growth rebound. [64] A terrorist campaign can make an economy more unstable, which in turn increases risk in the economy. With a higher risk and the same or slightly lower potential return, foreign direct investment in the targeted country's economy can decline. Since foreign investors have a large choice of countries to invest in, any kind of uncertainty, even one resulting from minor terrorist acts, can lead to a drop in the inflow of foreign funds. A country's tourism industry is particularly hard hit by terrorism since tourist destinations can be easily substituted, and dangerous ones usually become instantly unattractive to foreign tourists.
[68] Even a small risk of terrorism leads potential tourists to travel elsewhere. Thus, the more reliant a country's economy is on tourism, the more it will be affected by terrorism. In Israel's case, terrorism in the second Intifada had a significant impact on the country's tourist industry. The amount of foreign tourists in Israel declined from 2. Ultimately, the economic effects of terrorism depend upon many factors. Significant economic costs are unlikely to be incurred as a result of a single terrorist attack, but a prolonged campaign of terrorism can negatively impact a country's GDP, especially in the case of a small country in which tourism is a large sector of the national economy. [70] Of course, relatively wealthy countries are more able to absorb the economist costs of terrorism than poorer countries, where any loss of national income can have immediate repercussions on the population's living standards. In Israel's case, while terrorism definitely hurt the Israeli economy during the second Intifada, it soon recovered and Israel's economic development continued.
Social Effects
Whereas the economic impact of terrorism ranges from minimal to moderate, the same is not necessarily the case with the social impact of terrorism. The social effects of terrorism can be pronounced and far-reaching, influencing many different aspects of a society. The starting point for the impact of terrorism on a society is the affect that terrorist attacks have upon people's beliefs and attitudes. Major events influence people's beliefs and attitudes. [71] Shavrit et al. explain that: "terror attacks are negative, threatening events. Considerable evidence from psychological studies has shown that negative information tends to be more closely attended, better remembered, and have a stronger impact on evaluations and judgments than positive information." [72] Thus, since terrorist attacks are events of a highly negative nature, they can lead to changes in people's beliefs and attitudes. One such belief concerns how people view other societies, especially the society which the terrorists belong to. In a situation of inter-group conflict, terrorist attacks increase negative beliefs about and hostile attitudes toward the opposing group the terrorists claim to represent. [73] A sense of victimhood is common to a society experiencing terrorism. [74] Civilians are not expected to be victims of political violence (whereas military casualties are expected); hence, a public feels victimized when it is the target of political violence (i.e. when it experiences terrorist attacks). [75] The more the civilian population is targeted, the more this sense of victimhood increases. This sense of victimization in turn leads to a de-legitimization of the terrorists and the people they claim to represent. Consequently, the targeted society becomes unwilling or unable to consider the other side's grievances and objectives. [76] No longer is the opposing group believed to have rational objectives and/or justifiable grievances; instead, the worst views become 'common sense,' especially those concerning its propensity towards violence. Thus, while 39 percent of Israeli Jewish respondents perceived Palestinians as violent in a 1997 survey, by the end of 2000 after the onset of the second Intifada, this figure had risen to 68 percent of Israeli Jews. [77] The threat of terrorism increases a group's reliance on stereotypes, [78] leading to more negative stereotyping by members of the targeted society. [79] There have been numerous instances of this such as the rise of "Islamophobia" in the United States following the 9/11 attacks,[80] and the increase in anti-Arab sentiments in Spain in the wake of the 2004 Madrid train bombings. [81] Likewise, in Israel during the second Intifada, Israelis held extremely negative stereotypes of Palestinians, viewing them as dishonest, violent, and having little regard for human life. [82] Another major social effect of terrorism is a rise in ethnocentrism and xenophobia as a group increases its solidarity in the face of violence. [83] Hence, identification with, and support for, the in-group rises as a result of terrorism, while identification with, and support for, any out-group decreases. This was apparent in Russia in the wake of terrorist attacks carried out by Chechen militants, when ethnic Russian identity became more salient, while xenophobia rose.
[84] This also took place in the United States in the aftermath of 9/11, when there was a surge of patriotic sentiment (evident, for instance, in the numerous American flags that adorned windows in New York City-a place where such overt displays of American patriotism are generally less common than elsewhere in the country). So too, in Israel during the second Intifada repeated Palestinian terrorist attacks led to a renewed sense of national unity among Israeli Jews. A public opinion survey taken in March 2002, for example, posed the question: "In your opinion have recent events, including terrorist attacks and operation 'Defensive Shield,' strengthened or weakened the sense of national unity in the Israeli-Jewish public?" Eighty-six percent of Israeli Jewish respondents answered that the events strengthened national unity. [85] As one Israeli commentator put it: "Israeli (Jewish) society in Israel has returned to a state of cohesiveness." [86] While Israeli Jews experienced a renewed sense of solidarity in the face of the wave of Palestinian terrorism unleashed in the second Intifada, Arab citizens of Israel became the object of intensified suspicion and hostility. [87] Israeli Arabs were increasingly perceived as a security threat and a potential 'fifth column' in Israel's conflict with the Palestinians. Just as Muslims in the United States and Europe have complained about suffering from intolerance, harassment, and discrimination in the aftermath of recent terrorist attacks (most notably 9/11), [91] Arabs in Israel during the second Intifada made similar complaints. Although official and unofficial discrimination against Israeli Arabs long predates the second Intifada and cannot simply be attributed to Palestinian terrorism, there is evidence that Palestinian terrorism during the second Intifada did increase discrimination against Arabs in the Israeli labor market. [92] More generally, Palestinian terrorist attacks increased anti-Arab attitudes within IsraeliJewish society [93] -the most blatant expressions of which were the calls of "Death to Arabs" in soccer stadiums and at the sites of terrorist attacks, and in slogans like "No Arabs -No Terror Attacks" appearing in graffiti and on car bumper stickers. [94] Hence, Palestinian terrorism undoubtedly exacerbated the already tense relationship between the Jewish and Arab communities in Israel.
Beyond these specific effects of Palestinian terrorism on Israeli society are the less obvious, but no less real, social repercussions of persistent political violence. In Israel's case, it has been argued that the stress that terrorism creates manifests itself in a rise in violent crimes (homicide and robbery), and a general "brutalization of Israeli society." [95] The fact that criminal homicide in Israel increased by 28 percent from 2000-2001 (i.e., from the year before to the year after the beginning of second Intifada) and robberies increased by 11 percent offers some evidencethough by no means conclusive-to support this argument. [96] Although it is difficult, if not impossible, to prove a causal connection exists between terrorist attacks and societal violence, further support for this linkage comes from the discovery by scientists of a positive relationship between stress and aggression. [97] Aggressive social behavior in Israel may, therefore, be linked to the high threat of terrorism Israelis face. [98] 
Political Effects
The extensive social effects of terrorism described above often have political implications. The unifying effect that terrorism had upon Israeli-Jewish society during the second Intifada is typical of what is known as the "rally around the flag" syndrome, which is common to societies experiencing terrorism.
[99] The "rally around the flag" syndrome generally leads to a muting of public criticism of the government and its policies. This public reaction to terrorism is also in line with "system justification theory," according to which threats increase social conservatism (the desire to defend and maintain the status quo). [100] The role that terrorism can play in strengthening conservatism was demonstrated in a study that compared Spanish attitudes before and after the Madrid train bombings, which found that the bombings increased adherence to conservative values. [101] In some cases, the political effects of terrorism are clear-cut and pronounced, but often they can be difficult to accurately assess because specific political outcomes cannot be casually linked to terrorism due to the multiplicity of potential causes. A government's policy or a particular political decision may be the result of any number of factors, and can therefore rarely be definitively attributed only to a terrorist attack or series of attacks. Take the case of the Sharon government's adoption of the policy of disengagement, which brought about the complete withdrawal of Israeli settlers and soldiers from the Gaza Strip in September 2005. Was this policy the result of Palestinian terrorist attacks, as many Palestinians at the time believed? [102] Even if Palestinian terrorism was a factor, it was certainly only one of a number of reasons behind the Sharon's government decision to unilaterally withdraw from Gaza. [103] While the political impact of terrorism is often hard to pinpoint, nevertheless it can hardly be doubted that terrorism has political effects and influences the political process, at least in democratic and partially democratic states. The most obvious way in which terrorism can influence the political process is by bringing about changes in public opinion, which governments then tend to take into account when formulating their policies. [104] It can be very hard for governments to resist the pressure from public opinion for a strong reaction in the wake of a terrorist attack. For an elected policymaker, the political costs of under-reacting to a terrorist attack are always higher than the political costs of overreacting. The failure to prevent future attacks due to inaction can be fatal to a politician's career, while failing to prevent them after having taken strong measures can be justified as having done everything possible. [105] The impact of terrorism on public opinion, however, is not as straightforward or predictable as one might imagine. There is no uniform public response to a terrorist attack. Numerous factors affect how a public responds to a terrorist attack, such as the nature and scale of the terrorist attack, and the context in which it occurs. Moreover, different groups within the general public respond in different ways to a terrorist attack. People with different political orientations are likely to have different responses since existing political orientations serve as a mechanism through which new information is received and processed. [106] Nor do terrorist attacks necessarily change people's political opinions. The greater a person's confidence in their views, the less likely they are to change as a result of a major event, like a terrorist attack. [107] Finally, people's views are more likely to be influenced by a terrorist attack when it receives a lot of media coverage since this serves to increase its perceived importance. [108] In Israel's case during the second Intifada, Palestinian terrorism definitely had an impact on Israeli public opinion concerning the conflict with the Palestinians and the prospects for peace with them (although, of course, it was not the only factor affecting Israeli public opinion). [109] Prior to the second Intifada while the Oslo peace process was ongoing, a large majority of the Israeli public was optimistic about the possibility of achieving peace with the Palestinians (according to one survey in 1999, 68 percent of Israeli Jews believed that peace between Israel and the Palestinians would be achieved within three years). [110] Israeli hopes for peace were dashed by the collapse of the peace process and especially the outbreak of the second Intifada. Palestinian terrorism helped convince Israeli Jews that, in the oft-repeated phrase first used by their Prime Minister Ehud Barak, they had "no partner for peace." [114] Although a majority consistently continued to support a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, there was little hope that such a solution could be reached in the foreseeable future. In a March 2001 survey, for instance, 72 percent of Israeli Jews thought that the Palestinian Authority (PA) was not interested in a peace treaty with Israel. [115] Similarly, in a 2002 survey, 68 percent of Israelis thought that it was impossible to reach a peace agreement with the Palestinians, and only 26 percent thought that signing peace treaties would mean an end to the Arab-Israeli conflict (compared to 30 percent in 2001, 45 percent in 2000, and 67 percent in 1999). [116] Accompanying the change in Israeli views of the Palestinians and the possibility of achieving peace with them, was greater public support for the use of more aggressive military measures against the Palestinians and less support for continuing peace negotiations. Prime Minister Barak's premiership became a casualty of this change in Israeli public opinion. He was attacked by his political opponents on the right for not responding to the Intifada with the force necessary to quell it (slogans like "Let the IDF win" and "Barak is humiliating Israel" became popular). Whilst Barak was accused abroad (and by some in Israel) of excessive use of force against the Palestinians, he was assailed by the right for insufficient use of force. Increasingly unpopular with the Israeli public, Barak eventually suffered a massive defeat in the February 2001 election for prime minister at the hands of right-wing Likud party leader Ariel Sharon. [117] Disillusioned with the Oslo peace process and convinced of the futility of further negotiations with the Palestinians (at least with its current leadership), the Israeli public elected a strong, hard-line leader who they hoped could bring them greater security (by implementing a policy of severe military retaliation for Palestinian terrorist attacks). The massive Israeli public support for the construction of a security barrier between the West Bank and Israel was also a direct result of Palestinian terrorism during the second Intifada, as Israelis became desperate to find a way to stem the relentless tide of Palestinian suicide bombing attacks. [132] The idea of building a wall or fence to separate Israel from the Palestinian territories was not new, but it was Palestinian terrorist attacks that propelled the idea to the top of the political agenda. In October 2001, a new political movement called "Fence for Life" emerged with the aim of increasing public support for a security barrier. [133] The Israeli public enthusiastically embraced the idea of a security barrier between the West Bank and Israel. Faced with a steadily mounting civilian death toll from suicide bombing attacks, Israelis fervently hoped that such a barrier would at least greatly reduce the chances of successful suicide attacks by making it much harder for suicide bombers to enter Israel (not only would there be a high concrete wall or electrified fence for them to surmount, but also ditches, razor wire, electronic motion sensors and armed guard posts). [134] Growing public support for a security barrier eventually led the Sharon government in June 2002 to adopt the idea and announce its plans to begin building the barrier, [135] despite Prime Minister Sharon's initial opposition. [136] 
Conclusion: Social Resilience and Coping with Terror
This article has discussed the different effects of terrorism and described how many of these effects occurred in Israel as a result of Palestinian terrorist attacks during the second Intifada. In doing so, it has sought to emphasize the many effects of terrorism-psychological, economic, social, and political. To varying degrees, terrorism can affect the psychological health and wellbeing of a country's population, its economy, its societal beliefs and attitudes, and its politics. These effects can range from minimal to severe, depending on a host of other factors. In the case of Israel discussed here, Palestinian terrorism during the second Intifada had a profound and farreaching impact upon Israeli society. The frequency of terrorist attacks, especially at the height of the second Intifada in 2002-2003, spread fear and anxiety among Israelis, hurt the Israeli economy, affected social attitudes and intra-societal relations, influenced Israeli public opinion and domestic politics, and the actions and policies of Israeli governments. Life in Israel was conducted under the shadow of terror during the years of the second Intifada-the most visible sign of this was the ubiquitous presence of armed security guards at the entrances of malls, retail stores, restaurants and cafes, who inspected people's bags and if necessary tried to prevent potential suicide bombers from entering these public spaces.
Given the many effects that Palestinian terrorism had on Israeli society during this period, one might conclude that it was highly effective. This is true in so far as it exacted a heavy toll on Israelis. But the purpose of terrorism is not just to kill people, inflict material damage, or frighten an audience. Terrorism seeks to alter the social and political dynamics of the societies it targets. In the words of one scholar, terrorism is "a form of psychological warfare against the public morale, whereby terrorist organizations, through indiscriminate attacks, attempt to change the political agenda of the targeted population." [137] One of the key objectives of terrorism, then, is to demoralize the targeted society-to induce a widespread sense of helplessness and hopelessness and feeling of despair among members of the society. If the targeted society does not become demoralized, terrorism fails in this respect.
By this criterion, Palestinian terrorism during the second Intifada was ineffective because it did not succeed in demoralizing the Israeli-Jewish public. While Israelis were certainly fearful of terrorist attacks, they did become despondent and dispirited. [138] Rather, Israelis demonstrated resolve and steadfastness in the face of relentless terrorism. Indeed, any visitor to Israel during the second Intifada could not help but be struck by the seemingly nonchalant manner with which Israelis lived with the constant threat of terrorism. Instead of panic and public hysteria, there was stoicism and fortitude. [139] Israelis did not allow the threat of terrorism to dominate their lives. Although they experienced high levels of stress and fear, they went on with their lives. They did not retreat into their homes, nor did they significantly alter their daily routines. [140] Instead of allowing their lives to be seriously disrupted by terrorism, Israelis only made minor changes in their behaviour. They continued to go out to cafes, for example, but made sure that they sat far from the entrances where suicide bombers might blow themselves up if stopped by a security guard from entering. Those Israelis who regularly used public buses continued to do so, [141] others avoided buses that had been repeatedly targeted by terrorists, while some chose to take taxis instead. Although less people would go to restaurants and cafes or travel on public buses in the immediate aftermath of a terrorist attack (within the first few days), as time passed these activities would resume to normal levels. [142] When one considers the huge toll in Israeli lives that Palestinian terrorism during the second Intifada took-from September 2000 until May 2004, 1030 people had been killed, and 5788 injured in more than 13,000 terrorist attacks, which means that approximately 0.1 percent of Israel's population was injured or killed (the same percentage in the United States would equate to a staggering 295,000 people being injured or killed) [143] -the ability of Israeli society to cope with this terrorism is quite remarkable. [144] How did Israelis cope with ongoing terrorism despite suffering enormously from it? There are no doubt many factors that are responsible for this, but three are particularly worth noting here. First, acclimatisation to chronic terrorism. In other words, Israeli society basically became accustomed to terrorism and adapted accordingly. [145] The threat of chronic terrorism simply became part of normal life in Israel during the second Intifada. Second, media attention to terrorist attacks declines during chronic terrorrepeated terrorist attacks receive less television coverage and less television viewing. This occurred in Israel during the second Intifada. [146] Thus, since exposure to media coverage of terrorist attacks has been shown to generate symptoms of anxiety and distress, [147] as the media pays less attention to terrorism, this helps the society to become less affected by it. Finally, and most importantly, social resilience got stronger. Resilience is a characteristic of both individuals and societies. Like individual resilience, social resilience involves the "ability to withstand adversity and cope effectively with change." [148] Thus, with regards to terrorism, social resilience prevents terrorism from seriously disrupting the normal functioning of a society. It means that a targeted population is able to cope with the threat of terrorism and not be intimidated or demoralized by it.
The concept of social resilience, therefore, helps explains why Israeli society was not demoralized by repeated terrorist attacks, despite the serious affects these attacks had on Israelis. Israeli-Jewish society demonstrated a high level of social resilience during the second Intifada. [149] One factor that contributes to social resilience is social cohesion. [150] Israeli-Jewish society is still very cohesive, notwithstanding its serious political, cultural, and social divisions. There is a strong sense of social solidarity among Israeli Jews. Although this sense of solidarity has declined over the years, it rises during times of external conflict (as mentioned earlier, this occurred during the second Intifada). Hence, war and terrorism bolster social cohesion in Israel, which helps it to cope with these violent episodes. Social trust is another factor behind social resilience. [151] In Israel's case, the high level of trust that Israeli Jews have in the country's army and security services boosts their social resilience. During the second Intifada, the IsraeliJewish public had confidence in the Israeli military and believed that quick and effective actions were being taken against Palestinian militant groups that were carrying out terrorist attacks (at least during the tenure of the Sharon government). In this respect, Israel's counter-terror actions helped prevent Israeli society from becoming demoralized. Finally, Israelis Jews are very patriotic [152] -this is most apparent in their high level of willingness to perform military service -which also contributes to their social resilience. [153] In sum, the case of Israel during the second Intifada suggests that societies can become inured to prolonged terrorism and that the more resilient a society is, the less it will be demoralized by terrorism. Although terrorist attacks do succeed in causing mass fear and anxiety, they do not necessarily undermine a society's morale and willpower. Terrorism tests a society's unity and resolve. Israeli society essentially passed that test in the second Intifada due to its social resilience. As such, it offers a useful example that other societies faced with the threat of terrorism can potentially learn from. Whether the case of Israel is typical or exceptional of societies living with chronic terrorism should be the subject of further study. Future research should also be devoted to exploring the causes of social resilience and ways of strengthening it. [154] Understanding social resilience has important implications for how we think about terrorism and how we deal with it. It may even ultimately help us to win the 'war on terror' that we are currently engaged in-not because we stop all terrorist attacks (perhaps an impossibility), but because we are not greatly affected by them.
